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MOSCOW HIGH GRID SQUAD WILL LEAVE TODAY FOR COAST

Local Team Adopts Challenge of Jefferson High

In Portland

Coach John S. Sykes, Moscow High school football coach, has accepted the challenge of Jefferson High school of Portland, Oregon, for a football contest to be played in Portland in late December. Coach Sykes and his squad will leave today by train for Portland, where they will make their base for the game of December 26th.

VANDAL PLAYERS NAME CHOICE OF ALL-Opponents

U. C. L. A. and California Rate Many Positions on Mental Teams

California players carried away on the Idaho Press and the Western Union wire are likely to meet a mental challenge when the Vandals play U. C. L. A. and California.

Dr. George H. Woodard, the University of Idaho professor of psychology, describes the mental training of the Vandals as a success story.

Dr. Woodard, who was a member of the University of Idaho Psychology Department for many years, said that the Vandals have outdone their own record of two years ago when they scored an average of 87.5 per cent.

The Vandals will face a mental challenge when they play U. C. L. A. and California, who have scored an average of 88.5 per cent on the same test.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT PLANS PROGRAM

Recital of Recital of the Year Will Present Pupil of Six

The students of the music department will present the sixth annual recital at the end of the year.

The recital will be held in the music room of the school, and will feature the work of six students, who have been selected for their exceptional ability.

The program will include

First Recital

Duet - "The Star" - By "The Star" - By
E. C. L. A. and California for both men and women.

Second Recital

Duet - "The Star" - By "The Star" - By
The University of Idaho Opera Club, under the direction of Miss Annie Smith.

 Stores taking on xmas atmosphere

Red and Green Giving Way to Muted Decorations

Through the weather offers more opportunity than usual for holiday pleasures, the stores are decorated with red and green decorations.

The stores have decorated their windows with red and green decorations, and the red and green decorations are now being used in the shops.

IF YOU WILL PRESENT STUDENTS IN CHOIR

KING WILL PRESENT STUDENTS IN CHOIR

The King will present students in choir, according to plans made by the King and the choir director, William E. King.

The students will sing in the choir, and the King will present them with their work.

KING

ALABAMA ON CAMPUS

Red and Green Decorations

An unusual feature of the campus will be the red and green decorations, which will be used by the students to decorate the buildings.

The decorations will be hung on the campus by the students, and will be used by the students to decorate the buildings.

The decorations will be hung on the campus by the students, and will be used by the students to decorate the buildings.

End of the year

The end of the year will bring an end to the season of red and green decorations, and the students will begin to decorate the buildings with other colors.
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Celebrate Kappa Sigma House Party Anniversary

STAR PLAN WORKS IN ALL ATHLETICS AT MONTANA STATE
Tom Has Used Plan Winning State Basketball and Grid Honors

PRODIGIES STUDY AT NORTHEASTERN

ONE DECADE AGO

STUDENTS GATHER TO DEFY ORDERS

VANDAL

SUN. MORY. TUES.
ROLMAKES OF IDAHO

"You Said a Mouthful!"
LEATHERPUNCHERS

PUNCH IT IN THE GUTS

Ripley’s “Believe It Or Not!” Recalls Famous Idaho Defeat

Harry Carlin - Explains How Oregon won 27-21 Without a Single Yard From Scrimmage or Passes

"Gently possession" was the terminology of many Idaho opponents who were unable to stop the Leatherpunchers' spectacular execution of the pass play. And when the ball was placed near the goal line, Idaho's defensive formation would crumble before the force of the Leatherpunchers' attack, and the ball would become possession of the Leatherpunchers' lead.

In game action, the Leatherpunchers' offensive strategy was executed with clockwork precision, and the Idaho defense was unable to stop the Leatherpunchers' attack. The result was a 27-21 victory for the Leatherpunchers.

SPORT SHOP

"As with every day," reported Leatherpuncher John Peterson, "the Leatherpunchers' offensive strategy was executed with clockwork precision, and the Idaho defense was unable to stop the Leatherpunchers' attack. The result was a 27-21 victory for the Leatherpunchers."